Moreover, while pressing for increasing politicisation, integration, conscientisation and conversion, totalitarians concomitantly attempt to reduce, desocialise, detach or destroy commitment to other foci of allegiance, such as the Church, guild, region or family in order to narrow diversity of thought and opinion. Harmony in the political sphere is to derive solely from the messianic leader. As the personification of the state, party and people and the embodiment of their interests and aspirations, charisma is institutionalised.11
Charisma defines the functions the totalitarian fulfils in the political system. This dictator is the 'moving spirit' of the totalist state.12 Arendt conveys the sense of centrality and unsurpassed concentration of power in the leader's hands:
In the center of the movement, as the motor that swings it into motion, sits the Leader...
[within] an aura of impenetrable mystery which corresponds to his 'intangible preponderance'.1
As the subsequent analysis of Castro illustrates, the totalitarian functions to unify and personify the movement. The leader's indispensability emanates from his uni-personal command and assumption of blanket responsibility, justifying all measures to accomplish revolutionary, historic, possibly even apocalyptic change. Lower functionaries are thus relieved of responsibility for drastic actions taken to destroy the ancien regime and usher in the new order.14 The myth of complete unity between dictator and masses exists to effect total societal restructuring, not simply personal goals. The totalitarian fulfils certain needs of the system, but he is not sustaining personal, private-regarding aggrandisements. Ideological dedication to utopian futures substitutes for mere materialistic concerns. Whatever the psychological motivations, the empirical goals of totalitarians are decidedly public, not private.
Expanding and updating the original Weberian formulation, the charisma so often ascribed to totalitarian dictators is a combination of prophetic vision and magnetism, but also includes the politics, ideological persuasion, mass propaganda and terror by which the dictator establishes a one-man tyranny. Not anticipated by Weber is the chiliastic vision, democratic veneer and particularly the modern technological sophistica- 
